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Hi!
I'm Mary Colmar
I can help you elevate your closet, your life, and your space.

We can start by giving your closet an organizational lift. 

Plus, I make sustainable fashion from leftovers into Upcycled garments.
Hand-tailored (slow fashion) fit and functionality, seasonless for a casual vibe. 

WITH OUR DIY DECOR, WE HAVE EASY SOLUTIONS TO
MAKE NOW, NOT WHEN WE HAVE SAVED A LOT OF MONEY.

See Projects
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Client
Testimonials

“We wanted to turn our formal wedding attire from a formal pandemic
wedding dresses into fun party clothes for the next gathering. The bride, the

mother of the bride(myself) and the maid of honor loved how they turned
out edgy and festive. Mary did a great job!”

-JoAnn Matsuda

We had the idea of turning the spare bedroom into a closet. This was the
result. I love it. Mary was so much fun to work with, coming up with new

workable ideas.
-Fay McWain

 “I wanted to utilize clothes I no longer wear. Following the suggestions
made by Mary. I had special occasion dresses I needed, upgraded from my

everyday clothes.” 
-Carol Goldmark, Artist
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Assess the clothes you have in your closet by putting like with
like, while letting the clothes speak to you. 
Blouse is speaking, “I could make a cute dress”

Closet Organization

01

Discovering your style again. Just want to wake up and
dress semi-put together for anything coming my way. 
Want my clothes to feel like me when I put them on.

Help with styling your wardrobe.
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Take those shirts from, work in the office days, and make
some changes. Those pants that might have some life left
but no longer feel nice. Got t-shirts and suits with tons of
potential.

Update or Upcycle your clothes
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PROJECTS Selected works of strategic
design initiatives with
concrete results.
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Ready to work with me?
I'm kind of an organizational wiz. Not in the super container way, but in a general overall space saving,

optimizational way with clothing and decor. 
I can upcycle your clothes creating more outfits and I can offer you window treatments, and slipcovers, too. 

WARDROBE STRATEGY AND CONSULTING
 SPACE ORGANIZATION + DIY DECOR

ART APPRECIATION

Contact:
MARYCOLMAR@GMAIL.COM

Text: 714-308-3662

https://saladbowldress.com/category/diy-decor/
http://saladbowldress.com/the-art-page

